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doesn't talk about the distribution of the data from the sample. It talks about the
sample means and sample proportions of many different random samples drawn
from the same population. Of course, we never actually draw all those samples, so

the CLT is talking about an imaginary distribution-the sampling distribution
model.

And the CLT does require that the sample be big enough when the population
shape is not unimodal and symmetric. But it is still a very surprising and power-
ful result.

A The stundard Deviation
of Means. Experiment to see how
the variability of the mean changes

with the sample size. Here's an-

other surprising resuli You don't
have to trust us for. Find out for
yourself.

The CLT says that the sampling distribution of any mean or proportion is approx-
imately Normal. But r.t'hich Normal model? We know that any Normal is speci-

fied by its mean and standard deviation. For proportions, the sampling distribu-
tion is centered at the population proportion. For means, it's centered at the
population mean. What else would we expect?

\Alhat about the standard deviations, though? We noticed in our dice simulation
that the histograms got narrower as we averaged more and more dice together.
This shouldn't be surprising. Means vary less than the individual observations.
Think about it for a minute. \ trhich would be more surprising, having one persor.
in your Statistics class who is over 6'9" tall or having the mean of 100 students tak-
ing the course be over 6'9"? The first event is fairly rare.e You may have seen

somebody this tall in one of your classes sometime. But finding a class of 100

whose mean height is over 6'9" talljust won't happen. \z\4ry? Because means haae

smaller standsr d deaiat ions than indiaidusls.
How much smaller? Well, we have good news and bad news. The good news is

that the standard deviation of I falls as the sample size grows. The bad news is
that it doesn't drop as fast as we might like. It only goes down by the square root of
the sample size.

Why does it work that way? The Math Box will show you that the Normal
model for the sampling distribution of the mean has a standard deviation equal to

SD@: +
where o is the standard deviation of the popuiation. To emphasizetltat this is a
standard deviation parameter of the sampling distribution model for the sample
mean, f, we write SD(y) or o(y).
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The eamplinq diotribution model for a mean

When a random sample is drawn from any population with mean p and standard

deviation o, its sample mean, l, has a sampling distribution with the same mean p
but whose standard deviation ls 4 (and we write o{y) - SD(t) - !*l No matter

what population the random sample comes from, Ihe shape of the sampling distribu-

tion is approximately Normal as long as the sample size is large enough.The larger

the sample used, the more closely the Normal approximates the sampling distribu-

tion for the mean.

s lf students are a random sample of adults, lewer than 1 out of 10,000 should be taller than 6'9". Why

might college students not really be a random sample with respect to height? Even if they're not a per-

fectly random sample, a college student over 6'9" tall is still rare.

A,$'rnesumpting
Distribution of the Mean. The CLT

tells us whal to e\Pect. In thi: ac-

tivity you can work with the CLT

or simulate it if you Prefer.
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We now have two closely related sampling distribution models that we can use
when the appropriate assumptions and conditions are met. Which one we use de-
pends on which kind of data we have.

. When we have categorical data, we calculate a sample proportion, p; its sam-
pling distribution has a Normal model with a mean at the true proportion

("Greek letter") p, and.a standard deviation of SD(D : e 
: 

# We'll use

this model throughout Chapters 19 through 22.
. \Alhen we have quantitative data, we calculate a sample mean, I its sampiing dis-

tributionhas a Normal model with a mean at the true mean, trt, and a standard de-
viation of SD(y) : +" We'lluse this model throughout Chapters 23,24,and 25.

The means of these models are easy to remember, so all you need to be careful
about is the standard deviations. Remember that these are standard deviations of
the statistics it and y. They both have a square root of r in the denominator. That
tells us that the larger the sample, the less either statistic will vary. The only differ-
ence is in the numerator. If you just start by writing SD(y) for quantitative data
and SD(it) for categorical data, you'll be able to remember which formula to use.

ffi Human gestation limee have a mean of abou| 266 days, wiLh a slandard deviaxion of
aboul 16 days, lf we record Lhe gesLaf,ion timee ol a sample of 1OO women, do we know
lhaL a histoqram of Lhe limes will be well modeled by a Normal model?

ffi Suppose we look aL Nhe avera4e qeotatian LlmeE for a eample of 1OO women. If we imaq-
ined all the possible random samples of 1OO women we could lake and looked aI the his-
t.oqrarn of all the sample rtreane, whal shape would iN have?

V\4ry is SD1g1 = ! Z W"know that y is a sum divided by n:\/n

,-At*Yz'Yt-1 "'+Yn.
'n

As we saw in Chapter 16, when a random variable is divided by a constant its
variance is divided by the square of the constant:

Var(Vt-h+y3+..Var(yl: 12

To get our sample, we draw the y's randomly, ensuring they are independent.
For independent random variables, variances add:

var(y) :vnr(yr) + vqr(yr) + vqr('y.) + "' + var(y,).
n'

All 
.n 

of the y's were drawn from our population, so they all have the same
varlance/ a':

Var(y):o2 + o2 + o2-+ "' + rt2 :n\' - o'.
n-n2n

The standard deviation of y is the square root of this variance:


